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crystal creature

A crystal creature looks much like it did before its
infection, but every muscle and organ of its body has been
transformed into clear crystal. Through crystalline skin
and bone, a faceted heart is visible, pumping translucent
blood that refracts light and makes the creature glow
from within. Under light as dim as a candle or as bright
as the sun, a crystal creature shines with such brilliance
that it dazzles and blinds other creatures.
Crystal creatures are driven to spread the disease that
created them. Creatures infected on the Elemental Plane
of Earth are driven to be set lose on the multiverse to
spread their transforming affliction everywhere.
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creating a
crystal creature
“Crystal” is an acquired template that can be added to any
corporeal creature that is susceptible to disease (referred
to hereafter as the base creature). A crystal creature
retains all the base creature’s statistics and special abilities
except as noted here.
Challenge Rating: Same as base creature +1.
Alignment: Any non-good.

Type: The base creature’s type changes to outsider with
the elemental, earth, and native subtypes, as well as the
appropriate augmented subtype. Do not recalculate base
attack bonuses, saves, or skill points.
Senses: A crystal creature gains low-light vision.
Armor Class: Natural armor improves by +4.

Defensive Abilities: A crystal creature loses any sonic
resistance or immunity, but it gains resistance 10 to
acid, cold, electricity, and fire, and DR 5/—. A crystal
creature is immune to the harmful effects of bright light
(including effects that blind with light); all effects with
the light descriptor; and other light-based attacks such
as color spray, prismatic spray, and searing light.
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Horrors spread on the wings of plague, the beautiful and
terrible crystal creatures inspire awe and fear in all who
view them. These creatures are generated by brilliant
pestilence, an insidious disease whose origin is more myth
than fact. Old texts say the disease created by an evil god
on the Elemental Plane of Earth. Tablets in the fortresses
of the great shaitan viziers tell that the disease emanates
from a rift in the Elemental Plane of Earth from which
great fluxes of positive and negative energy emerge. Other
stories speak of the disease being caused by powerful magic
of earth and fire that has become unstable over the eons.
Whatever the cause, the disease is a blight on the Elemental
Plane of Earth and has spread to the Material Plane.
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Weaknesses: A crystal creature loses light blindness and
light sensitivity, but gains vulnerability to sonic damage.

Attacks: The crystal creature gains a primary slam attack
if it has no other natural attacks. The crystal creature’s
slam attack deals damage as if it the creature were one
size category larger.

Special Attacks: A crystal creature gains the following
special attacks.
Brilliant Pestilence (Su): All of a crystal creature’s
natural attacks inflict the following supernatural
disease.

Brilliant Pestilence: All Natural Attacks—injury; save
Fortitude negates; onset 1 day; frequency 1 day; effect
1d6 Dex damage; cure 2 consecutive saves. The save
DC is Charisma-based.
A creature whose Dexterity is reduced to 0 by the
disease is petrified and transformed into lifeless crystal,
only to revive 24 hours later as a crystal creature. Once
transformed, a miracle or wish spell or similar magic is
needed to transform the creature back.
Dazzling Form (Ex): Within the area of a crystal
creature’s light amplification ability (see below), all
sighted creatures are dazzled for 1 minute if they fail
an initial Fortitude save.
After being dazzled, as
long as they remain in the

area, they must make a Fortitude save every round or
become permanently blinded (Fortitude negates). The
DC of dazzling form increases by +2 in bright light or
a light effect that it is immune to. These bonuses stack,
so a crystal creature in the area of bright light that is
struck with a light effect increases its dazzling form’s
DC by +4. The save DC is Charisma-based.

Abilities: Str +2, Dex +4, Con +2, Int –4. If this reduces
the creature’s Int to 0 or less, it becomes mindless.

Skills: A crystal creature loses all bonuses to Stealth
due to coloration, but gain a +4 racial bonus to Stealth in
areas of crystal formations.

Special Qualities: A crystal creatures gains the
following special quality.
Light Amplification (Ex): A crystal creature’s body
naturally captures and magnifies light that strikes it.
When in dim light and above, it sheds light as one
step higher in a 30-foot radius. In an area of bright
light, it sheds bright light in a 60-foot radius.

Organization: usually solitary

sample crystal creature
A transparent humanoid creature with scales, fins,
fangs and webbed that shines in the light.

crystal sahuagin
A crystal sahuagin is often mistaken for sunlight or
moonlight reflecting brightly off the waves. Even when it
comes close enough to see, sailors and undersea creatures
often assume that it is some angelic creature come to grant
them a boon.

Groups of crystal sahuagin often make hit-and-run attacks
against sailing vessels, hoping to infect the ships’ crews. In
this way, they can create plague ships that in turn infect the
populace of a port city with brilliant pestilence.

Crystal Sahuagin
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LE Medium outsider (aquatic, augmented monstrous
humanoid, earth, elemental, native) (Pathfinder©
Roleplaying Game Bestiary™)
Init +3; Senses blindsense 30 ft., darkvision 60 ft., lowlight vision; Perception +6
DEFENSE

AC 22, touch 13, flat-footed 19 (+3 Dex, +9 natural)
hp 17 (2d10+6)
Fort +5, Ref +6, Will +4
DR 5/—; Immune elemental traits, light effects; Resist
acid 10, cold 10, electricity 10, fire 10
Weakness vulnerability to sonic
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CR 3 • XP 800
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OFFENSE

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Speed 30 ft., swim 60 ft.
Melee trident +5 (1d8+4), or bite +5 (1d4+3 plus
brilliant pestilence), or 2 claws +5 (1d4+3 plus brilliant
pestilence)
Ranged heavy crossbow +4 (1d10/19-20)
Special Attacks blood frenzy, brilliant pestilence (DC
10), dazzling form (DC 10)

Blood Frenzy (Ex) Once per day, a crystal sahuagin
that takes damage in combat can fly into a frenzy in
the following round. It gains +2 Constitution and +2
Strength, but takes a -2 penalty to its AC. The frenzy
lasts as long as the battle or 1 minute, whichever is
shorter.
Brilliant Pestilence (Su) Disease: All Natural Attacks—
injury; save Fort. DC 10; onset 1 day; frequency 1/day;
effect 1d6 Dex; cure 2 consecutive saves.
Dazzling Form (Ex) See the crystal creature template.
Immune to Light Effects (Ex) See the crystal creature
template.
Light Amplification (Ex) See the crystal creature
template.
Speak with Sharks (Su) A crystal sahuagin can
communicate telepathically with sharks to a distance
of 150 feet. This communication is limited to simple
concepts, such as “come here,” “defend me,” or “attack
this target.”

STATISTICS

Str 16, Dex 17, Con 16, Int 10, Wis 12, Cha 9
Base Atk +2; CMB +5; CMD 18
Feats Great Fortitude
Skills Handle Animal +1, Perception +6, Stealth +8 (+12
in areas of crystal formations), Survival +6, Swim +11;
Racial Modifiers +4 in areas of crystal formations
Languages Aquan, Common; speak with sharks
SQ light amplification
Gear crossbow bolts (10), heavy crossbow, trident
ECOLOGY

Environment any ocean
Organization solitary
Treasure NPC gear (trident, heavy crossbow with 10
bolts, other treasure)
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